Drill Auger Bit
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Adequate to perform task

✘

Not recommended

Suitable to perform task
More suitable to perform task
Most suitable to perform task
Best solution to perform task

WOOD

Wide Lands
Keep the bit straight as it
bores through the hole

Wood Bit

LARGEST
DRILL RANGE

Coarse Screw Point
Draws the bit into the
workpiece providing fast
drilling in hard and soft woods

Single Spur
Cutting Edge
Scribes the
circumference
of the hole for a
smoother finish

Softwood

• For fast cutting through holes in timber such as fence posts
and railway sleepers
• Suitable for kiln dried timber hardwood, softwood, MDF
and particle boards
• Not suitable for green sap woods
Size range: 6–38mm Length: 160–500mm

Plywood

Deep hole boring

Hardwood

Performance Summary

Solid Core
Solid centre design
provides extra rigidity
while drilling

Hex Shank
For positive grip,
preventing slippage
in chuck

WORLD CLASS CUTTING TOOLS

www.suttontools.co.nz

Drill Wood Bit

Drill Spade Bit

Drill 4 Flute Auger Bit

Precision ground from solid high speed steel, brad point drills are
designed for use in furniture making, dowelling, cabinetry and other
woodworking applications.
‘W’ point provides accurate positioning & reduced splintering

The Sutton Tools spade bit incorporates the latest design
technologies for the most powerful and fastest cutting bit on the
market. Combining a power chip-breaker and heavy duty shank to
increase efficiency and battery life of your power tool, with clean
cutting and minimal break out on exit. Designed for drilling in timber
and light building materials.

Four flute auger bits are shorter in length than a standard auger bit, and
have extra cutting edges to provide an aggressive cutting action in hard
and soft wood. Suitable for all timber building applications, the flute
design efficiently withdraws chips, while the screw point draws the bit
into the material.

5x faster than standard spade bits

For all woodworking applications

Size range: 4–12mm
Spur Cutting Edge
Reduce splintering and ensure
a smooth clean hole

Fast hole boring

Size range: 6–38mm

Size range: 10–32mm

Coarse Screw Point
Draws the bit into the
workpiece providing
fast drilling in hard
and soft woods

Spur Cutting Edge
Reduce splintering and
ensure a smooth clean
hole
Hole
For hanging in
workshop and
pulling wires
through holes

‘W’ Point
Provides accurate
positioning for
starting the hole

Power Chip Breaker Edge
5x faster than standard
spade bits

Flute Design
Special flute shape
prevents jamming and
ensures speedy chip
extraction

Holder
Suits all 1/4”
hex shank bits

Grub Screw
To hold bits securely
Heavy Duty Shank
for maximum
strength & durability

Four Cutting Edges
Cuts up to 5 times faster than
standard spade bits
Spur Cutting Edge
Scribes the
circumference, reducing
splintering for a
smoother finish

Shank Extension
For extended reach
Reduced Shank
Drill sizes above 10mm
feature reduced shanks to
suit 10mm drill chucks

Hex Shank
For positive grip,
preventing slippage
in chuck

Hex Shank
For positive grip,
preventing slippage
in chuck

